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MISCELLANEOUS IDENTITIES OF
GENERALIZED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS
G. DATTOLI - S. LORENZUTTA - A. TORRE
We extend a number of identities valid for the ordinary case to gener-alized Hermite polynomials with two indices and two variables. These iden-tities, new to the authors knowledge, are obtained by using an operatorialprocedure based on the properties of the Weyl group.
1. Introduction.
Two variable two index Hermite polynomials are denoted by Hm,n(x , y)and are speci�ed by the generating function [1]
(1) exp �wT �Mz − 12wT �Mw
�
=
�
m,n
tm
m!
un
n! Hm,n(x , y) ,
where
(2) w =
� tu
�
, z =
� xy
�
, �M = � a bb c
�
(a, c) > 0
t �= u, (|t |, |u|) < ∞ ��M = ac − b2 > 0�
and the superscript T  denotes transpose. The above quoted polynomials areexploited in many �elds of pure and appliedmathematics (see [3] and referencestherein).
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In particular they have been exploited for the quantum treatment of coupledharmonic oscillator and to describe the associated coherent states. Furthermorewithin the context of classical electromagnetics they have been employed totreat the emission by relativistic electrons propagating in multicomponent mag-netic undulators.In the following we will derive a number of identities regarding theHm,n(x , y). We will exploit a technique involving operational rule valid for theWeyl group; namely, if �A and �B are two operators such that their commutator isa c-number k (or any operator commuting either with �A and �B), the followingrelations hold
(3) eAˆ+Bˆ = e−k/2eAˆeBˆ ,eAˆm f (Bˆ) = f (Bˆ + mkAˆm−1)eAˆm .
In the forthcoming sections we will show that many of the properties of theHm,n are just a consequence of (3).
2. Generalized Burchnall identities.
The �rst identity we derive is an extension to the two-dimensional case ofthe so called Burchnall identity [2]. We consider, indeed, the following operator
(4) �Im,n = �ax + by − ∂
∂x
�m
·
�bx + cy − ∂
∂y
�n
.
By multiplying both sides of (4) by (tm/m!) ·(un/n!) and then by summingup, we obtain
(5) ∞�
(m,n)=0
tm
m!
un
n!�Im,n = et (ax+by− ∂∂x ) · eu(bx+cy− ∂∂y ).
By exploiting Eqs. (3) we �nd
∞�
(m,n)=0
tm
m!
un
n!�Im,n = exp
�
wT �Mz − 12wT �Mw
�
·(6)
· exp�− t ∂
∂y
� exp�− u ∂
∂y
�
.
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By expanding the r.h.s. of (6), by rearranging the sums and by equating thelike (t, u) power coef�cients we end up with
(7) �Im,n = m�
r=0
n�
s=0
�m
r
��n
s
�
(−1)r+s Hm−r,n−s (x , y) · ∂r+s
∂xr∂ys .
The ordinary Burchnall identity can be derived as a particular case of (7),by setting a = 1 and y = 0 we �nd, indeed (1)
(8) �Im = m�
r=0
�m
r
�
(−1)r Hm−r (x ) ∂r
∂xr .
An important consequence of (7) is the generalization of the Rainville sumrule [5]. To this aim we remind that [1]
(9) �Ir,s Hm,n(x , y) = Hm+r,n+s (x , y).
Accordingly we �nd
(10) ∞�
(r,s)=0
tr
r!
us
s! Hm+r,n+s (x , y) =
∞�
(r,s)=0
tr
r!
us
s!�Ir,s Hm,n(x , y)
which after using (6) and (3) yields (2)
∞�
(r,s)=0
tr
r!
us
s! Hm+r,n+s (x , y) =(11)
= exp �wT �Mz − 12wT �Mw
�Hm,n(x − t, y − u).
(1) Strictly speaking the Hermite polynomials appearing in (8) should be denoted byHem(x) being generated by exp(xt − t2/2).(2) Note that the strict application of (3) would give for r.h.s. of (11)
exp
�
wT �Mz − 12wT �Mw
�
Hm,n(x − t, y − u) · exp
�
− t ∂
∂x
�
exp
�
− u ∂
∂y
�
.
Since the r.h.s. of (11) is not an operator, i.e. the operator �Ir,s acts on Hm,n only, theexponential operators can be replaced by 1.
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We complete this section by proving a further important identity, but wepremise the following relation (3)
exp
�
−
1
2 (∂x∂y)�M−1
�
∂x
∂y
��
(ax + by)m(bx + cy)n =(12)
= �Im,n exp�−12 (∂x∂y)�M−1
�
∂x
∂y
��
which is a consequence of the second of the Eqs. (3). The use of (7) along withthe assumption that the exponential operator is acting on its r.h.s. only, yieldsthe identity
(13) exp �− 12(∂x∂y)�M−1
�
∂x
∂y
���(ax + by)m(bx + cy)n� = Hm,n(x , y)
whose importance will be discussed in the concluding section.
3. Concluding remarks.
The identities of the previous section can be complemented with analogousrelations relevant to the dual of the Hm,n(x , y) usually denoted by Gm,n(x , y)[1]. To recover such identities we start from the relation
e− 12 (∂x∂y)�M−1(∂x∂y)xm yn =(14)
=
�x + 1
�M
(b∂y − c∂x )�m�y+ 1
�M
(b∂x −a∂y )�n exp �− 12(∂x∂y)�M−1
�
∂x
∂y
��
.
The r.h.s. part of (14) not containing the exponential operator is the dual of�Im,n de�ned by Eq. (4). Accordingly we get
(15) �m,n = �x + 1
�M (b∂y − c∂x )
�m�y + 1
�M (b∂x − c∂y)
�n
and by following the procedure leading to Eq. (6) we obtain
∞�
(m,n)=0
tm
m!
un
n!�m,n =(16)
= exp �t x + uy − 12wT M−1w
� exp � t
�M (b∂y − c∂x ) +
u
�M (b∂x − a∂y)
�
.
(3) Note that (∂x∂y)�M−1�∂x
∂y
�
is an unorthodox notation for the generalized Laplacian
1
�M [c∂
2x − 2b∂x,y + a∂2y ].
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Furthermore by noting that
(17) exp �t x + uy − 12wT �M−1w
��
m,n
tm
m!
un
n!Gm,n(x , y)
and
(18a)
∂ξ =
c
�M ∂x −
b
�M ∂y
∂η =
a
�M ∂y −
b
�M ∂x
if
(18b) ξ = ax + by, η = bx + cy
we end up with the identity
(19) �m,n = m�
r=0
n�
s=0
�m
r
��n
s
�
(−1)r+sGm−r,n−s (x , y)∂r+sξ rηs
which is the extension of (8) to the Gm,n polynomials.The use of Eq. (16), along the relation
(20) �r,sGm,n(x , y) = Gm+r,n+s (x , y)
yields the further relation
�
r,s
tr
r!
us
s! Gm+r,n+s (x , y) =(21)
= exp �rt + yu − 12wT �M−1w
�Gm,n�x + 1
�M (bu − ct), y +
1
�M (bt − au)
�
.
It is also evident that Eq. (14) can be exploited to conclude that
(22) exp �− 12(∂x∂y)�M−1
�
∂x
∂y
��xmyn = Gm,n(x , y)
which is the analogous of Eq. (13) and holds under the same conditions.
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We want to emphasize that either Eqs. (13) and (22) indicate that bothpolynomials Hm,n(x , y) and Gm,n(x , y) are solutions of the p.d.e.
(23a) ∂
∂τ
Sm,n(x , y; τ ) = −12 (∂x∂y)�M−1
�
∂x
∂y
�
Sm,n(x , y; τ )
satisfying the following conditions at τ = 0
(23b) Sm,n(x , y; 0) =
�
ξmηn
xm yn
respectively.According to the above considerations it is possible to introduce two newclasses of polynomials generalizing the Hm,n(x , y) and Gm,n(x , y). We canindeed use the generating functions
(24)
exp �wT �Mz − 12 τwT �Mw
�
=
�
m,n
tm
m!
un
n! Hm,n(x , y; τ )
exp �wT z − 12 τwT �M−1w
�
=
�
m,n
tm
m!
un
n!Gm,n(x , y; τ )
to de�ne the three variable polynomials Hm,n(x , y; τ ) and Gm,n(x , y; τ ) whichcan be viewed as an extension of the Kampe´ de Fe´riet polynomials de�nedthrough [1]
(25) exp(xt + yt2) = �
n
tn
n!Hn(x , y).
Before concluding this paper it is worth commenting on the generalizationof the Nielsen formula [4]. By reminding indeed that [1]
(26) ∂ξHm,n(x , y) = mHm−1,n(x , y)
∂ηHm,n(x , y) = nHm,n−1(x , y).
We obtain
Hm+r,n+s (x , y) =
r�
u=0
s�
v=0
�r
u
��s
v
�
(−1)u+vHr−u,s−v(x , y)·(27)
·
u�
p=0
v�
q=0
�u
p
��
v
q
�
bpcqau−pbv−q m!(m − u + p − v + q)!
n!
(n − p − q)! ·
· Hm−(u−p+v−q),n−(p+q)(x , y).
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An analogous formula holds for the Gm,n(x , y) too and is omitted for the sakeof conciseness.
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